[Hormone resistance and its modulation in breast cancer].
Acquired hormone resistance is a reversible adaptative change of hormone-sensitive breast tumors promoting survival by changes in the balance and communication between estrogen receptor and growth factor signaling. The mechanisms of hormone resistance induced by various hormone therapies are different, however, their common feature is the dominance of growth factor signaling with the consequences of enhanced proliferation and decreased apoptosis. In case of tamoxifen or selective estrogen receptor modulator resistance, the agents' enhanced agonistic activity occurs. The increased expression of certain estrogen receptor coactivators may play an important role. The essential of hormone resistance after estrogen deprivation is estrogen hypersensitivity, which is a consequence of the enhanced activity of the membrane-associated estrogen receptor and its influence on the growth factor signaling. The integration of cell surface growth factor receptor or growth factor signal transduction blocking agents like tyrosine kinase, MAPK, mTOR, PI3K or farnesyl transferase inhibitors into hormone therapies may prevent or treat hormone resistance. The other possibility is to use the hormone therapies sequentially. A new promising agent is the pure antiestrogen fulvestrant which targets the estrogen receptor located in both the membrane or the nucleus. Also, estrogen therapy may revert hormone resistance. The use of predictive markers may promote treatment choice and indicate application of targeted therapies.